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Jack Bauer comes out of hiding in London to head off a massive terrorist attack while being hunted
down by American forces dispatched by President James Heller. Four years after the events of Day 8,
Jack Bauer remains a federal fugitive. Meanwhile, amid growing concerns over the use of US military
drones in combat, President James Heller pays a visit to London to negotiate a treaty to continue
their basing on British soil. Having heard rumors of an imminent attack against Heller, Bauer
resurfaces in the city, where he is apprehended by the CIA and forcibly recruited into joining their
investigation. As forces within the White House conspire against him, Bauer realizes that the
complexity of the plot extends beyond a presidential assassination, and that the consequences of a
successful attack will alter the course of history. With the help of a disgraced CIA agent and a hacker
collective preaching free information, he must confront an unseen enemy whose personal vendetta
threatens to push the world to the brink of war. This is one of the most excellent TV series ever. My
comment might contain spoilers for people who haven't seen the show.

You have been warned!

The only thing I can say there is no dull moment when it comes to this show. And every turn the plot
deepens. A very nice and well laid out plot.

Ten stars for the writer and all the production people. NICE WORK! Alright, after 2 years of being
member in IMDb.. This is my first review ever...

I had to write this because seriously guys after nearly 4 years of 24 TV show absence.. it came back
as charm.. it never left our hearts.. I was one of 24 big fans.. and I won't lie.. I cried when I heard that
they aren't going to make another season...

And now it is like our life came back.. When I just watched 2 first episodes of Live another day..
Maaan I gotta say I loved it..Heller being president, Audrey ( Jack Bauer Ex-Girlfriend ) being married
to one of president Superior ( Who hided some information that Jack Bauer is back in action from
president and Audrey ), Chloe changed a lot from wife & mother to group member of hacking
organisation.. US military's drone hacked, etc Everything changed.. Just everything.. Which makes it
interesting and which make the next episodes unpredictable like the last few seasons.

The most powerful words that Jack Bauer said was: I don't have friends... It is just that no matter how
hard he tries how well he does.. No friend would help him out... But Chloe just proved that she would
be there for him always.

However that Kate agent Morgan.. whose her husband betrayed his country by selling confidential
informations to Chine.. I loved her from beginning. especially how she tried to prove how well is she
as agent.. It is like she is female version of Jack Bauer.. Let's hope that she would be working side by
side with him.. or even better against him.

That US Military Drone that got hacked by ex colleague of Chloe and killed 4 soldiers ( 2 Americans
soldiers and 2 British soldiers ) is seriously very interesting story.. I mean We gotta see how Jack &
Chloe prove that It was hacked and controlled not by an American pilot who can turn the world to the
3rd world war.. It is all in Baour's hand to stop that war. Mostly, no. There were rumors that the real-
time format of the series had been abandoned, in favor of a 12-hour format that would be a
condensed version of a 24-hour day. However, the bulk of the series is still in real-time, with every
1-hour episode depicting an hour within the series.

It is only in the final episode, 10 minutes before the end, that there is a flash-forward of 12 hours. As
a result, the series starts at 11:00 AM, and ends at 11:00 AM the next day. It still encompasses 24
hours, but skips one block of 12 hours within it. Kiefer Sutherland as Jack Bauer

Mary Lynn Rajskub as Chloe O'Brian
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Kim Raver as Audrey Raines

and

William Devane as James Heller

Producer/Writer David Fury has tweeted about talking and having dinner with Carlos Bernard (Tony
Almeida), possibly hinting of his return too, although it is unknown if it will happen yet.

More to be added as the news is announced

06/30/2014 UPDATE: In episode 10 (8:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.) of Day 9, Tzi Ma returned as Cheng Zhi to
become the final part of the season's main villain.

07/08/2014 UPDATE: After it became obvious that Tony wouldn't appear in LAD, Manny Coto & Evan
Katz revealed that Tony Almeida was in prison and that his fate would be revealed in a Live Another
Day DVD/Blu-Ray featurette. a5c7b9f00b 
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